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Introduction 

Animal symbolism is an important source for build-
ing up culture in almost all human groups; animals
are often fundamental symbolic agents in understan-
ding the conception and the representation of the
world (Rivera 1999). The distinctive feature of ani-
mals is that, being both close to and also remote to
people, they can alternate as objects of human
thought between metonymy and metaphor. This
means that, as symbols, animals have the convenient
faculty of representing both existential and normative
aspects of human experience, as well as their inter-
relation (Willis 1974.128).

When Neolithic peoples domesticated plants and ani-
mals, they created a category of the wild that had
not existed before. The creation of wild-domestic di-
chotomy had profound consequences for human
thought. At the very least, it has been a rich source
of metaphors that can be manipulated to many ends
in social negotiations (Russell 2002) and during ri-
tual practices. In almost all Neolithic communities,
domestic species share the daily space with their ma-
sters and often live their life side by side with hu-
mans from birth to death, as they are very impor-
tant elements in subsistence, as sources of food,
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labour, or raw material, and are even able
to acquire a real importance in the symbo-
lic domain. However, hunting still has an
important role and its significance is parti-
cularly related to its symbolic value, since it
often confers male identity and status. Such
figurative utilization of hunting is a consti-
tuent part of the persistent dichotomy exi-
sting in many horticultural groups between
male/hunting and female/farming (Clastres
1966; Kent 1989; Morris 2000; Descola
2004). Therefore, wild and domestic ani-
mals, and activities linked to them, can be
perceived as metaphors of the dual gender
sphere of human society and the marking
of oppositions. 

This paper tries to shed light on some of
the above issues, giving an account of ar-
chaeological evidence from the Middle Neo-
lithic of the central-western Emilia territory
in northern Italy. The 5th millennium calBC
documents the full development of Neoli-
thic groups and the progressive transforma-
tion of their economic and social spheres.
The aspects taken into account in this pa-
per reviewing evidence of human-animal
relations are those of the customs, the rit-
ual and the funerary spheres of the Square Mouth
Pottery (SMP) culture. As Christopher Tilley (1996.
215) observes, death, and the ritual practices sur-
rounding it, are far more to do with the living than
the dead. In fact, the latter plays an important role
in both reflecting and shaping social values and re-
establishing social ties of living. By making death
into a social occasion, human groups elaborate its
social significance, connecting it in various ways to
maintaining the social order and cohesion, the cycle
of production and distribution of food and wealth,
and the renewal or regeneration of life, linked to the
fertility of living beings, among which animals have
a significant position. 

The circle and the square: the SMP culture

At the beginning of the 5th millennium calBC, the dif-
ferent traditions of the Early Neolithic Padan groups

are replaced by the SMP culture, which occupies the
whole of northern Italy. Local roots and cultural in-
puts from southern Italy, the Balkans and the Da-
nube Basin contribute to the making of a distinctive
culture, with a pronounced identity and a high-de-
gree of uniformity, in spite of some regional divi-
sions. The square mouth of the vessels, manifestly
not due to any convenience in use, seems to lack a
specific purpose, since it is applied to items having
different functions. However, it appears for over a
millennium within extremely disparate cultural terms,
as reflected in different pottery styles. The choice of
the square mouth means the choice of a completely
conceptual and artificial shape,1 absolutely different
from all contemporaneous pottery traditions, which
could be seen as a distinguishing trait and the mar-
ker of a deeply felt cultural identity (Mazzieri and
Bernabò Brea, forthcoming).

Fig. 1. SMP 1 phase, geometrical scratched style: patterns
and forms of pottery.

1 In regard to square or rectangular houses, Jacques Cauvin underlines how the creation of geometrical structures is strictly connect-
ed to the creation of abstract shapes strongly linked to the Neolithic outlook: Ce langage des formes géométriques recoupe sans
doute en partie certaines symétries observables dans la nature (astres, fleurs, coquillages, constellations), mais nous le trouvons
d’emblée ⁄ un haut niveau d’abstraction, indépendamment de toute intention figurative… Le rectangle, dont la nature quotidien-
nement observée ne nous offre guere d’exemple, nécessite davantage l’initiative humaine pour exister: la pierre n’est cubi-
que ou rectangulaire que si on la façonne. Le carré et le rectangle connotent donc le manifesté, le concret, le réalisé… L’habi-
tat au carré témoigne d’une attitude mentale différente, ou le progres du savoir technique rencontre l’initiative qui l’utilise, la-
quelle impose⁄un besoin de base, celui de s’abriter, une forme entierement nouvelle, artificielle, préconçue (Cauvin 1997.177–179).
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SMP culture is divided into three main phases, mar-
ked by variations in pottery decorations. The first is
characterised by the presence of fine-ware pottery
decorated with geometrical scratched patterns (Fig.
1). This phase can be dated between 4900 and 4500
calBC. The second, with incised spiral pattern deco-
rated pottery (Fig. 2), appears between 4500 and
4300 calBC. The appearance of the first Chassey
groups around the 4300 calBC marks the end of the
development of the SMP in north-western Italy, whe-
reas it continues in the north-eastern regions with
clear transalpine influences. The third phase of SMP
culture, characterized by the presence of impressed
and incised decoration, continues until 4000 calBC.
As of now, no funeral evidence is ascribed to this
phase, therefore it is not considered here.

Unfortunately, there is no well defined absolute chro-
nology for the numerous SMP graves in northern
Italy, since the 14C dates are few. In fact, we only
have four absolute dates obtained from grave 2 of
Bancole in Lombardy (Starnini and Voytek 2005.
397) and from graves 1, 2 e 4 of La Vela di Trento
(Degasperi et al. 2006.157). Two pertain to the first
SMP phase, while the other two can be ascribed to
the second phase. Because of a large margin of er-
ror, two other dates, from burials VI and VII of the
Arene Candide Cave, cannot be considered (Maggi
1997.Tab.2). The recent discoveries in Emilia have
given the opportunity to improve our knowledge of
the funerary practices of SMP people, as well as to
date some SMP burials from three important sites:
Le Mose, Vicofertile and Parma-via Guidorossi (Tab.
1 and Fig. 3).

The exchange network is wide, starting from the
debut of the SMP culture, and includes several raw
materials such as flint from the first Alpine foothills
(Monti Lessini), green stones from western Alps, vi-
treous quartz from Alpine regions, obsidians from
Sardinia, Lipari and in a smaller quantity, from Pon-
za, and objects such as fine buff (figulina) pottery
from southern regions. The widespread taste for spi-
ral patterns in the pottery decoration of the second
phase is probably due to Balkan influences, while
the funerary rituals show a resemblance to those of
central European Danubian cultures.

Systematic work regarding the everyday subsistence
of SMP populations has been carried out only for a
few settlements. The faunal assemblage of the Arene
Candide Cave in Liguria is surely the biggest sample
and the best studied (Rowley-Conwy 1997). In many
SMP communities, meat is provided mostly by cattle,
sheep/goats and, in smaller quantity, pigs, while wild
animals are sparsely represented. On the whole, do-
mesticated animals are prominent, such as in the
Arene Candide Cave, Casalnoceto in Piemonte (Ai-
mar 1998), Casatico di Marcaria in Lombardy (Bar-
ker 1983), La Vela in Trentino (Bazzanella 2002),
and also in some of the recently excavated sites in
Emilia (De Grossi Mazzorin, forthcoming). The
wild animal presence in the faunal assemblage is
predominant in a few sites only. This is due to the
peculiar location of the settlements, such as at Mez-
zocorona Borgonuovo in Trentino (Bazzanella et al.
2002) or Fimon Molino Casarotto in Veneto (Bar-
field 1971), or in particular ritual contexts like La
Razza di Campegine (Cazzella et al. 1976; Bernabò

Site Feature
Laboratory Sample Radiocarbon Calibrated date (BC) Calibrated date (BC)

number material age (BP) 94.5% probability 99.7% probability

Vicofertile grave 3 LTL–4569A human bone 5357±50 4328–4051 4346–3992

Le Mose grave 36 LTL–1530A human bone 5419±55 4360–4057 4448–4044

Le Mose grave 12 LTL–1349A human bone 5447±60 4449–4071 4458–4048

Parma –
grave 29 LTL–4570A human bone 5488±45 4449–4257 4464–4173

via Guidorossi

Parma –
grave 28 LTL–4573A human bone 5520±45 4457–4267 4494–4245

via Guidorossi

Le Mose grave 5 LTL–1348A human bone 5543±55 4494–4268 4544–4244

Le Mose grave 37 LTL–1531A human bone 5594±50 4521–4345 4603–4327

Le Mose grave 1 LTL–1528A human bone 5658±75 4684–4355 4778–4327

Vicofertile grave 2 LTL–4571A human bone 5740±45 4707–4489 4770–4449

Le Mose grave 24 LTL–1351A human bone 5766±50 4725–4491 4788–4457

Le Mose grave 28 LTL–1353A human bone 5900±45 4906–4685 4949–4590

Tab. 1. New chronometric evidence from SMP burials of Emilia. Dates were performed by Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS) by Centro di Datazione e Diagnostica (CEDAD) of Lecce University (Italy). Ca-
libration: OxCal v. 4.1.5 (Bronk Ramsey 2010); Atmospheric curve (Reimer et al. 2009).
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Brea and Mazzieri, forthco-
ming). 

The pollen cores available for
some of the Emilia sites show
in the surroundings of the set-
tlements a tree cover of de-
ciduous mixed oak woodland,
with open areas used for le-
gumes and cereal cultivation
(Marchesini et al., forthco-
ming). Meanwhile, micromor-
phological analyses conduct-
ed on some of the Po Plain
settlements reveal climatic sta-
bility during the 5th millen-
nium calBC, which permitted
the development of soils rich
in nutrients and stable in
structure. There is evidence of
slash and burn clearance of
woodland, but its impact is
not as great as in later peri-
ods such as the Copper Age
(Cremaschi, forthcoming).
What has been excavated thus
far suggests the coexistence in
the Po Plain of three different
environments: original forest
probably far from the sites,
more open woodland not so
far from the villages, and
open cultivated areas imme-
diately around the settlements.

Death and burials: SMP funerary traditions

Whereas there is almost no evidence of the first Neo-
lithic funerary rituals, many data are available for
the SMP culture. In fact, SMP burials are well-known
from Liguria, the central Po Plain, western Veneto
and Trentino (Bagolini and Grifoni Cremonesi
1994.155–160) with shared features, reflecting a
collective and shared identity whilst having at the
same time different funerary traditions connected
to cultural and environmental peculiarities (Fig. 4).
Burials are in simple earth-dug graves, within stone
circles or in stone cists (Fig. 5). The deceased is usu-
ally oriented E-W, with the head to the East, and
the face looking South. The position of the body in
the grave is normally flexed on the left side, rarely
in dorsal decubitus, with bent legs, while other po-
sitions are occasionally attested. In every region, dif-
ferences regarding the grave, and the position and

treatment of the body seem to be in accordance with
complex rules connected to gender or the status of
the deceased.

Liguria
There is a good deal of information on the SMP mor-
tuary practices in the Liguria caves finds, especially
from Arene Candide (over 40 inhumations), La Pol-
lera (47 burials) and Grotta dei Pipistrelli (10 buri-
als). The first discoveries can be dated to the 19th

century (Issel 1908.376–393) and to the first half of
the 20th century (Bernabò Brea 1946.19; Del Luc-
chese 1997). In these graves, adults were enclosed
in stone cists, while the infants’ graves were usually
without protection. The bodies were in flexed posi-
tions, with most of the heads oriented to N or N-E.
Some skeletons were set with ochre, which was fre-
quently contained in a vessel. In terms of grave-
goods, the richest data come from the burials exca-
vated during the 19th century: at Arene Candide and
La Pollera caves, some burials were equipped with

Fig. 2. SMP 2 phase, incised meander-spiral style: patterns and forms of
pottery.
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green stone axes, a pot, bone pins found near the
breast, a red-deer antler, a Triton shell, shell and ani-
mal teeth ornaments. In some caves, skeleton ma-
nipulations are known: an inhumation from which
the skull has been removed at La Pollera, and the
deposition of skulls within the cave of Arma del San-
guineto (Pessina and Tinè 2008.298).

Western Veneto and Trentino
Some groups of tombs or isolated burials have been
found along the Adige Valley (Barfield 1970), while
small necropolises are attested in the southern ex-
panse of the valley in Veneto at Progno di Fumane
and Quinzano Veronese (Salzani 1981; Pedrotti
1996). The most important graveyard is La Vela, in
the nearby of Trento, which numbers at least four-
teen burials (Bagolini 1990; Pedrotti 2001). These
are displaced within stone circles or stone cists (Fig.
6); the two different kinds of grave are located in
separated areas of the graveyard. The bodies are bu-
ried in a crouched position on the left side and ori-
ented SE-NW or SSE-NNW. Most of the graves are ar-
ranged in pairs; only a child burial (grave 7) is loca-
ted in isolation. Some remains belonging to an adult
male have been found in grave 4 and could repre-
sent a secondary burial. Scattered human bones were
found in graves 1 and 6. The occurrence of funerary
rituals is attested by the presence of some hearths
near the graves. Nine of the fourteen burials exca-
vated are equipped with grave-goods: males are pro-
vided with flint objects (blades, arrow-heads), pol-
ished stone tools (axes and chisels) and bone pins;
females and children with miniature vessels, a Serra
d’Alto small flask, bone tools and grind-stones. Pe-

culiar to this graveyard is the occurrence of perso-
nal ornaments made of Spondylus shells. Some of
the equipment is particularly rich, as in grave 1, be-
longing to an adult male endowed with a chisel, an
axe, a flint blade and nine arrow-heads; or grave 3,
belonging to a child wearing a bracelet and necklace
of Spondylus beads, and equipped with a bone pin
and three miniature vessels, one of them contain-
ing cinnabar. 

Emilia
Central-western Emilia, which comprises the regions
of Piacenza, Parma and Reggio Emilia, offers a good
case-study for SMP mortuary practices (Bernabò
Brea et al. 2006b; 2007; forthcoming a and b). In
this area, some two hundred and thirty burials have
been brought to light at seventeen sites (Fig. 7). Sin-
gle inhumations have been found in some sites,
while others show a higher density of burials, so-
metimes in the shape of small graveyards holding
up to fifty-five graves. Some burial groups are also
attested (Fig. 8), sometimes arranged in rows, pos-
sibly indicating kinship ties between the deceased
(Fig. 9). 

Both men and women are interred crouched on the
left side in simple earth-cut pits. The burials are mo-
stly oriented E-W, with the face turned to the south
(Fig. 10). As the culture develops, the funerary ritual
becomes more and more standardized.

There are also burials in huge, irregular-shaped pits
and in silos (Fig. 11). Neither scattered human bones
within the settlements nor skeleton manipulations

have been found on the Po
Plain, with the exception of
some cases such as skulls and
selected bones deposed at the
bottom of silos in three settle-
ments (Ponte Ghiara, Le Mose
and via Guidorossi). The spe-
cial care for the skull, as at-
tested by its position at the
centre of the pit, reveals a
special treatment of the head
as defining the identity of the
dead. Cremation is rarely at-
tested among SMP funerary
practices (7 cases, or 3.5% of
burials) – one case at Ponte
Ghiara, two at Le Mose and
four at Gaione – Cascina Ca-
tena. All the cremations deter-
mined thus far are of adult fe-

Fig. 3. Calibrated dates from SMP burials of Emilia. Sites: LMS = Le Mose;
VFT = Vicofertile; GDR = Parma – via Guidorossi.



Fig. 4. Geographical distrib-
ution of SMP sites in north-
ern Italy with burials or ske-
letal human remains: 1. Ar-
ma della Gastea; 2. Tana del-
la Volpe; 3. Arma di Nasino;
4. Arma dell’Aquila; 5. Grot-
ta dei Pipistrelli or Borzini;
6. Grotta del Sanguineto or
della Matta; 7. Riparo di
Pian del Ciliegio; 8. Arene
Candide Cave; 9. La Pollera
Cave; 10. Riparo di Alpicella;
11. Grotta di Aisone; 12. San-
ta Maria; 13. Le Mose; 14.
Ponte Ghiara; 15. Castelguel-
fo; 16. Pontetaro; 17. Collec-
chio (Tangenziale and Ca’
Lunga); 18. Vicofertile; 19.
Parma (Benefizio and via Guidorossi): 20. Gaione (Cascina Catena, Cinghio and La Perla); 21. Marano;
22. Sant’Ilario d’Enza – Loghetto and Calerno – Ca’ Nuova; 23. La Razza di Campegine; 24. Reggio Emi-
lia – via Rivoluzione d’Ottobre; 25. Chiozza di Scandiano; 26. Albinea and Rivaltella – Ca’ Romensini;
27. Formigine, Cantone di Magreta; 28. Pescale, Prignano sul Secchia; 29. Spilamberto, Cava Camer – La
Dottora; 30. Nave – Località Mulino; 31. Casalmoro; 32. Bancole – Porto Mantovano; 33. San Giorgio di
Mantova; 34. Bagnolo San Vito; 35. Fimon – Molino Casarotto; 36. Quinzano Veronese; 37. Campagnole
di Negarine, San Pietro in Cariano; 38. Santa Maria di Negrar; 39. Progno di Fumane; 40. Rocca Rivo-
li; 41. Malcesine – Campo Manesch; 42. Riva del Garda, Cava di Monte Brione; 43. Romarzolo – Chiara-
no; 44. Rovereto, La Sticcotta; 45. Pederzano – Pal Alto; 46. La Vela di Trento; 47. Martignano (Maso Mer-
si and Montevaccino); 48. Meano – Alle Pergole; 49. Dambel; 50. Appiano/Eppan.
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males and seem to represent a special ritual prac-
tice. In some necropolises (Vicofertile and Gaione –
Cinghio) among the burials, some pits with no bodi-
es (cenotaphs) have been found. No grave-goods or
objects have been found in these pits. Cenotaphs
are common in the 5th millennium calBC in the Bal-
kans, but are also attested in the Danube Basin and
central Europe (Bailey 2000).

Burials dated to the first SMP phase generally have
no grave-goods, whereas between 30% to 60% of se-
cond phase burials, including those of children, are
equipped with objects. The grave-goods indicate a
very marked gender distinction. Male burials are
provided with flint artefacts (blades and arrow-
heads) and polished stone tools (axes and chisels)
and rare antler artefacts (Fig. 12.1–6). Among grave-
goods, green-stone axes are decidedly the most cha-
racteristic element, even though arrow-heads are
also strongly represented. Female grave-goods in-
clude SMP pots, small flasks imitating the peninsular
Serra d’Alto culture pottery, bone spatulas and awls
and personal ornaments (Fig. 12.7–9). Pots found
inside the burials are usually undecorated, unlike
pottery from the settlements, which is usually richly

decorated. In both cases, the separation between eve-
ryday objects and items intended for the deceased
seems clear.2 These funerary pots may simply have
stood for a symbolic meal partaken by the dead. 

So far, only two female burials figurines are known,
from the necropolis of Vicofertile (grave 3) and from
via Guidorossi (grave 55). The first accompanied an
adult woman (Fig. 13); it is 19cm high and the de-
piction is particularly accurate. It reproduces some
SMP figurine features – the seated pose, the hip size,
arms folded under the breasts, the prominent bird
bill nose, the realistic hairstyle and the absence of a
mouth (Bernabò Brea 2006; Bernabò Brea and
Cultraro, forthcoming). The last two characteristics
are particularly interesting, because there is a con-
trast between the precision in the depiction of the
hair and the symbolic absence of the mouth. The
latter in particular seems to stress the inability to
speak, as in the world of the dead. Furthermore,
the body rigidity and the flat breasts probably also
refer to this sphere. The bird bill nose, instead,
shows a syncretism between the human and animal
worlds, and in particular, between the woman and
birds, which are often related to each other in many

2 In Trentino and in Mantua territory the presence of miniature vessels in graves is quite common, in contrast to settlements, where
they are extremely rare.
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cosmogonic mythologies. The second figurine, of
small dimensions (5cm high), is from the burial of
a child whose sex has not been determined (Maz-
zieri, forthcoming). Both figurines are sprinkled
with white colouring.

The figurines placed in the burials reproduce all the
features of those found in settlements, but at the
same time they are slightly different, as they are
intact and not intentionally broken during ritual ma-
nipulations; the pubic triangle is depicted, under-
lining the regenerative meaning and, finally, they
are finished with white colouring, whereas the
finds from the settlements are painted in red (Ber-
nabò Brea and Mazzieri, forthcoming). It is worth
noting the widespread use in colour symbolism of
red to express life, and white as the non-colour of
death (Turner 1967).

Animal depositions and other rituals attested
in Emilia

Some animal depositions – probably rituals or offe-
rings – have been brought to light at certain SMP
settlements. The most abundant evidence relates to
dogs. Two dog burials were found during excava-
tions (still unpublished) at Bagnolo San Vito in the
Mantua region in association with human burials
equipped with flint arrow-heads (Castagna et al.,
forthcoming). A dog was deposited near grave 2 at
Chiozza (Laviosa Zambotti 1943). At Ponte Ghiara,
a cremation burial contained selected bones of a
woman mixed with dog bones. The cremation was
at the top of a silo containing the burial of a middle-
aged man. Scattered dog bones have been found
within a male burial (grave 5) at Collecchio – Ca’Lun-
ga. Other dog depositions have been found within
features not far from human burials at via Guido-
rossi (Fig. 14) and Pontetaro. In the latter site, a dog
from which the hind legs had been removed was

placed in a pit with the ex-
plicit aim of binding it to that
place, as it was believed to be
a guardian (Bernabò Brea
and Mazzieri, forthcoming).
So far, depositions of other
domestic animals in SMP set-
tlements are not attested.

Wild animal depositions with-
in features or silos in SMP set-
tlements are rather wide-
spread. One of the most inte-
resting cases is the huge irre-

gular pit excavated in 1974 at Razza di Campegine,
because it contained several well preserved faunal
remains. A large red deer antler and two female
wild boar skulls were deposited at the base of two
silos, a humerus of a big wolf and other remains of
auroch and badger were scattered inside the feature
(Cazzella et al. 1976.113). The wild boar were large,
and consistent with subspecies now living exclusi-
vely in eastern Europe (Sus Scrofa Attila). At Parma

Fig. 5. Typology of the SMP burials: 1. Stone cist grave; 2. Grave within
stone circle; 3. Simply earth-dug grave (after Bagolini 1992).

Fig. 6. Stone cist grave of an adult female from La
Vela di Trento (grave IV) (after Mottes 2007).



Fig. 7. Geographical distribu-
tion of SMP burial sites in the
Emilia region: 1. Le Mose; 2.
Ponte Ghiara; 3. Castelguel-
fo; 4. Pontetaro; 5. Collecchio
(Tangenziale and Ca’ Lun-
ga); 6. Vicofertile; 7. Parma
(Benefizio and via Guidoros-
si; 8. Gaione (Cascina Cate-
na, Cinghio and La Perla); 9.
Marano; 10. Sant’Ilario d’En-
za – Loghetto and Calerno –
Ca’ Nuova; 11. La Razza di
Campegine; 12. Reggio Emi-
lia – via Rivoluzione d’Otto-
bre; 13. Chiozza di Scandia-
no; 14. Albinea and Rivaltel-
la – Ca’ Romensini; 15. For-
migine, Cantone di Magreta;
16. Pescale, Prignano sul Sec-
chia; 17 Spilamberto, Cava
Camer – La Dottora.
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– Benefizio settlement, numerous auroch remains
were at the top of a silo containing a vase cut in two
and lying on a cobbled hearth (Mazzieri and Gri-
gnano, forthcoming). From via Guidorossi, we have
two unusual depositions: in the first case, two snakes
twisted together as in copulation were found at the
base of a silo; in the second case, two medium-size
birds whose species has not yet been determined
were buried complete in two different pits (Berna-
bò Brea and Mazzieri, forthcoming). Such findings
suggest some ritual deposition. In fact, snakes do
not usually copulate underground, and when they
are in their nest, they maintain a coiled position, not
a twisted one. Snakes are linked with the chthonian
and water worlds; therefore, this discovery could
testify to some ritual action connected with these
spheres. The snake has no comparison in the Italian
Neolithic iconography and
there are no data on its oc-
currence in funeral or daily
contexts. As for the birds, we
have other evidence from
Pontetaro in Emilia, where a
rough terracotta bird head
with an epiphysis imprint at
its base was discovered (Fig.
15). 

Some of the Emilia evidence
can probably be ascribed to
sacrifices or funerary feasts.
Over and among the heaps of
stones covering two male bu-
rials at via Guidorossi, some

as yet undetermined faunal remains were found.
Thus far, the only certain burial context testifying
to a funeral feast relates to a buried woman suffe-
ring from tuberculosis and osteomyelitis which was
found in the via Guidorossi graveyard (grave 24).
The offerings consisted of broken fine-ware pots, ha-
zelnuts, cattle, pig, sheep/goat and pike remains.

Personal ornaments and SMP Neolithic groups:
an overview

SMP personal ornaments, both from settlements and
burials, were made of various materials in a wide
range of forms. This wide range can be attributed to
the vast territorial extension and the longevity of
SMP culture. Differences are particularly notable be-
tween Liguria, the Po Plain (western Emilia and Man-

Fig. 8. Vicofertile burial site.
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tua territory) and Trentino. Regarding grave goods,
personal ornaments accompanied female burials al-
most exclusively, adult or child, except in Liguria.

Shell and tooth: personal ornaments from Li-
guria

Data regarding ornaments in Liguria come almost
exclusively from Arene Candide and La Pollera caves.
The use of shells (Columbella rustica, Cardium sp.
and Glycymeris sp.), perforated bones and teeth is
well attested, while elaborated ornaments such as
discoid and cylindrical beads and bracelets are very
rare. The data from the Liguria settlements also point
to the importance of perforated animal teeth in the
settlements, as shown at the Arene Candide Cave.
The relevance of these objects in the SMP levels and
their absence in the other horizons during the Neo-
lithic is clear (Fig. 16). The most common teeth are
the canines of canids (dog, fox and wolf); red-deer
canines are rarer, as are those of felines (wild cat and
lynx), mustelids (badger and polecat) and bear. Boar
tusks, simply pierced or employed to make peculiar
pendants, are also registered. The perforated bones
include lower jaws, phalanges, metacarpus and me-
tatarsus of wild animals. The only perforated bone
of a domestic animal is a goat metapodial.

Interesting data come from three graves excavated
in the late 19th century: at La Pollera, a female buri-
al was endowed with six perforated teeth of an un-
determined canid associated with a perforated lynx
lower jaw; one adult burial at the Arene Candide
Cave had a perforated wild boar tusk on the thorax
and a red deer antler as equipment, while in another
grave, three wolf canines were found around the
neck of an adult (Issel 1908.337, 409; Delfino 1981.
105). From the same cave comes a necklace (Fig. 17)
consisting of fox, wild cat and dog perforated teeth,

as well as bird bones and arc-shaped shell pendants,
probably imitating carnivores’ large canines or claws
(Bernabò Brea 1956. 110–111, Fig. XXXIII; Micheli
2004.Fig. 13). The use of perforated bone and teeth
is a new phenomenon compared to northern Italy
first Neolithic and therefore particularly interesting,
since it reveals the preponderance of wild over do-
mestic animals. The dog is the only domestic animal
which is strongly represented.

Exotic materials in central Alps: the case of
Trentino

Data on personal ornaments in Adige Valley come
from the necropolis of La Vela (Pedrotti 2001), from
the rock-shelters of Moletta Patone di Arco (Bago-
lini et al. 1984) and of Mezzocorona Borgonuovo

Fig. 9. Gaione – Cinghio: graves arranged in a dou-
ble row.

Fig. 10. Parma – via Guidorossi (grave 30): earth-
dug grave of an adult male.

Fig. 11. Parma – via Guidorossi (grave 16): silo
burial of an adult male.
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(Bazzanella et al. 2002) and from the settlement of
via Brione at Riva del Garda (Micheli, forthcoming).
The use of exotic raw materials in the manufacture
of personal ornaments, such as beads in steatite from
the Apennines and pierced sea shells (Columbella
rustica) and Spondylus (Bagolini 1990; Micheli,
forthcoming), is well attested and widespread among
the SMP groups of Trentino.

The use of perforated teeth, including red-deer cani-
nes and boar tusks, or drilled pebbles is more rare,
however. The special feature of personal ornaments
in Trentino is the presence of Spondylus beads, as
attested at La Vela necropolis (Bagolini 1990; Pe-
drotti 2001), Moletta Patone rock-shelter (Bagolini
et al. 1984) and Riva del Garda settlement (Miche-
li, forthcoming).3 The beads are cylindrical, some-
times long and thick, or smaller and shorter, or dis-
coidal. Their frequency can be connected to the dif-
fusion of Danubian elements (Bagolini 1990; Bor-
rello, Micheli 2004). It is worth mentioning that in
the central Alps area, some fossil Spondylus depo-

sits are known which could have been exploited by
Neolithic populations (Micheli, forthcoming).

Types and raw materials of central Po Plain
personal ornaments

In the central Po Plain during both the first and se-
cond phase of SMP, steatite pendants and beads,
Dentalium shells, fossil Serpulidae and perforated
teeth are the most frequent personal ornaments.
Many data concerning such objects come from re-
cently excavated settlements and graveyards in Emi-
lia. The SMP Emilia groups are characterized by the
production of personal ornaments fashioned from
black steatite collected from the numerous deposits
sited in the central-western Emilia Apennines (Ber-
nabò Brea et al. 2006a). Perforated animal teeth
are important elements in Emilia SMP customs:
mainly dog teeth – the only domestic animal repre-
sented – fox, and very seldom bear. Three of the se-
ven burials provided with ornaments at via Guido-
rossi had perforated animal tooth pendants. These

Fig. 12. Parma – via Guidorossi: 1–6. Adult male grave-goods (grave 15); 7–9. Adult female grave-goods
(grave 29).

3 These beads come from a peripheral area of the settlement and, in view of their similarity to the beads from La Vela graves, the
hypothesis that they could be grave-goods of disturbed burials cannot be refused.
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ornaments have been found around the neck of
women: two fox canines from grave 27 (Fig. 18), a
dog canine from grave 19 and a necklace consisting
of one molar, three premolars, two canines and two
incisors from a very old dog 4 from grave 37 (Fig.
19). From Chiozza graveyard comes a bear canine
(Bagolini, Barfield 1971.Fig. 23.5).

The occurrence of a necklace formed by four pike
vertebrae, belonging to a small specimen, inside the
grave of a female child at Le Mose graveyard is ex-
ceptional in the Neolithic. The pike is a predator of
the Po River and sometimes reaches considerable
dimensions; its presence in the Padan fluvial sys-
tem is seasonal, being related to its prey. A large ant-
ler hook found in a male burial from the same gra-

veyard could be linked to pike fish-
ing.

Regarding the use of perforated bo-
nes as items of adornment, two pen-
dants made from hare metatarsus
with a transversal hole were found
at Fimon-Molino Casarotto (Bagolini
et al. 1973.204, Fig. 33.6–7) that are
comparable to similar perforated
bones from the19th century excava-
tions at the Arene Candide Cave
(Bernabò Brea 1946.Fig. LXIII).

The employment of perforated hu-
man teeth as pendants is very rare
in prehistory; nevertheless, such ob-
jects are attested at two SMP sites.
An abraded perforated human ca-

nine (Fig. 20) was worn by a 30–40-year-old woman
at via Guidorossi (grave 6) (Mazzieri, forthcoming),
while five drilled human teeth pendants have been
brought to light in the settlement of Fimon-Molino
Casarotto (Bagolini et al. 1973.Fig. 331.5). Their
use is not only decorative, since wearing a human
tooth pendant implies strong symbolic values and
a direct link with the person to whom the tooth be-
longed, and could have had diverse purposes: as
amulets against magic and illness, trophies or signs
of affection. A human premolar imitation in black
steatite comes from surveys at the Gaione – S. Ruf-
fino settlement.

Unlike Liguria and Trentino, red deer canines have
not been attested so far in the Emilia territory. Ne-

Fig. 13. Vicofertile (grave 3): female terracotta figurine from an
adult female burial.

Fig. 14. Parma – via Guidorossi: dog burial. Fig. 15. Pontetaro settlement: rough terracotta bird head
with an epiphysis imprint at its base. 

4 Determination by Alice Choyke.
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vertheless, we know some
imitations in bone in grave 53
of via Guidorossi (Fig. 21)
and steatite from the Gaione
– Cascina Catena and Ponte-
taro (Fig. 22) settlements, sug-
gesting the symbolic impor-
tance of red deer canines for
the SMP people of Emilia as
well. Concerning red deer, it
is noteworthy that a steatite
object probably reproducing a
leg of a zoomorphic figurine
was found at the Gaione – San
Ruffino settlement.

Animals and their implica-
tions in ritual

Regarding animal ritual depo-
sitions, only the finds in the
Po Plain allow any deducti-
ons. As far as grave-goods and
ritual practices are concerned,
domesticated species, except
for dogs, are scarcely repre-
sented. Bone spatulas and
awls obtained from sheep/
goat metapodials are includ-
ed almost exclusively among
the female grave-goods of
some graveyards (Le Mose,
Collecchio, via Guidorossi and
Chiozza). Precisely the same
types of artefact have been
found repeatedly in settle-
ments. 

Among the domesticated spe-
cies documented, dogs play
the main role, as they were
interred inside, or nearby, bu-
rials or in huge irregular-sha-
ped pits, cremated with a hu-
man being, and their canines have been used for per-
sonal ornaments (Tab. 2). 

A red deer antler and three antler artefacts are pla-
ced in burials as offerings or as grave-goods. At Pon-
tetaro, an antler (Fig. 23) was placed under the head
of an adult male (Mazzieri and Mutti, forthcoming).
Two antler sticks were found inside two richly equip-
ped burials from the via Guidorossi (grave 15) and
Le Mose (grave 6) graveyards; they are enigmatic

objects, lacking any apparent function (Figs. 12.1
and 24), and may have a symbolic value similar to
that of the antler itself. Among the objects in the
funerary equipment of grave 6 there was a large
antler hook. Different meanings can be attributed
to these finds. In some cases, they can be interpre-
ted as ‘hunting trophies’, such as the antler, declar-
ing the personal valour of the deceased. They can
also be seen as regeneration symbols, because the
deer renews its antler every year; and as a virility

Fig. 16.1 and 2. Frequency of perforated bones and teeth in the Neolithic
deposits of the Arene Candide Cave: 1. Luigi Bernabò Brea’s excavations
(1940–42 and 1948–50); 2. Santo Tiné’s excavations (1972–1977).
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devices.5 But the meaning of the antler artefacts is
totally different, not being related to exhibition, but
instead to a deeply intimate value or a peculiar ex-
pertise. The previous form of the antler is unrecog-
nizable in the sticks and hook, because they are the
result of the long work of manipulation and mime-
sis, which required time and skill. 

Hunting and its symbolic representations
The frequent occurrence of flint arrow heads in
male burials reflects the relevance of the hunter,
and/or perhaps warrior, in the SMP society, and is
an expression of the personal status acquired in life
through skill and bravery. The hunter can act as a
mediator between the domestic world represented
by the village and the wilderness symbolized by the
animals of the forest. In the SMP world, hunting is
not economically relevant, but it takes on great sig-
nificance as a symbolic activity. The wide range in
shape and size of the arrow-heads which equipped
SMP male burials (Fig. 25) is surely not due to a
chronological discard, since morphologically differ-
ent arrows have been found within the same grave.
This fact could be linked to a type of symbolic ab-
straction of the hunt. Two hypotheses can be assu-
med: the first is that a specific correlation between
the shape of the arrow-head and kind of game exists,
as noticed in many traditional societies (Pétrequin

and Pétrequin 1990). The second is that some of
the arrow-heads are symbolic and display objects to
be shown and used only on particular occasions, as
demonstrated by the specimens made of exotic ma-
terials such as obsidian and vitreous quartz (Fig. 26)
from the via Guidorossi and Pontetaro settlements
(Mazzieri, forthcoming; Mazzieri and Mutti, forth-
coming).

The symbolic importance of animals
The data presented so far show the relevance of the
wild. The symbolic value of the finds is clear, since
they highlight the discrepancy between the sub-
sistence of the SMP
groups – which was
based primarily on do-
mestic animals – and

Tab. 2. Dog embodiment in SMP culture: evidence from burials and personal ornaments.

Fig. 17. Necklace
made with perforated
teeth of fox, wild cat
and dog, bird bones
beads and arc-shaped
shell pendants, pro-
bably imitating car-
nivores’ large cani-
nes or claws (Arene
Candide Cave, layer
20 from SMP 1 levels).

Site
SMP

Dog remains Context
Human remains

Phase From the same grave Nearby

Ponte Ghiara Early 1 selected cremated bones cremation grave F, 20–40 years (grave 2) _

Ponte Ghiara Early 1 2 perforated teeth layer, settlement _ _

Pontetato 1–2 skeletal without hind legs dog grave _ _

Collecchio – Early 2 scattered bones inhumation grave M, 18–20 years (grave 5) _

Ca’ Lunga

Collecchio – Early 2 1 perforated tooth layer, settlement _ _

Tangenziale

Parma – 2 1 perforated tooth inhumation grave F, 25–19 years (grave 19) _

via Guidorossi

Parma – 2 7 perforated teeth inhumation grave F, 40 years (grave 37) _

via Guidorossi

Parma – 2 complete skeletal dog grave _ M, c. 25 years (grave 1)

via Guidorossi

Chiozza 2 complete skeletal dog grave _ M, 30–35 years (grave 2)

di Scandiano

Bagnolo San Vito 2 complete skeletal dog grave _ (graves 4 and 8> sex and

age not yet published)

Bagnolo San Vito 2 complete skeletal inhumation grave (sex and age _

not yet published)

5 The level of testosterone in the adult males’ blood determines antler size and competitiveness in reproduction and, consequen-
tially, the position within the social hierarchy.
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the figurative use of wild animals. The only well at-
tested domestic animal in funerary or ritual contexts,
as we have seen, is the dog. 

Among personal ornaments, there is a preference
for objects referring to the forest and the animals
living in it, especially predators. The same preferen-
ce is attested for the pike among fishes. It is inte-
resting to observe the inclination for animal species
with a clear/epiphanic seasonal nature, such as the
red deer which sheds its antlers, the hibernating
bear, or the sloughing snake etc. Such choices are
surely not fortuitous, and may express the rege-
nerative power associated with the undomesticated
savage world. It is worth remarking that necklaces
that included animal teeth were worn by women in
the SMP necropolis of Emilia. This type of ornament
does not seem properly representative of the female

sphere, but its meaning can be linked to the osten-
tation of their male relatives’ status. 

Among wild species, the red deer is the most rep-
resented and evoked animal. Its antler and canines
are very important hunting trophies. The antler may
also be considered as a symbolic element represen-
ting regenerative power, since it changes every year,
as an expression of the renewal of nature. Moreover,
through its size, the antler expresses masculine
strength. 

Analogies with other contemporary Neolithic
groups

To compare the SMP data with other contemporary
Neolithic cultures in detail would go beyond the
scope of our paper; nevertheless, it is worth mentio-
ning some Middle Neolithic cases very similar to those
of the SMP groups of Emilia (Fig. 27).

Fig. 18. Parma – via Guidorossi (grave 27): burial
and composite necklace of an adult female formed
by steatite and shell beads; two perforated fox ca-
nines and some Conus shells.

Fig. 19. Parma – via Guidorossi (grave 37): necklace of an adult female
formed by one molar, three premolars, two canines and two incisors from
a very old dog.

Fig. 20. Parma – via Gui-
dorossi (grave 6): abraded
perforated human canine.
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With reference to dogs, from the Serra d’Alto culture
there is evidence of dog depositions at the Cala Co-
lombo Cave in Apulia, where a silo contained the
disarticulate remains of two individuals and one
complete young dog, while the remains of a second
dog were spread in the upper deposit of the pit (Ge-
niola 1974–76.210). Finally, we should note the
very famous female and dog burials at Ripoli, in
Abruzzi region (Parenti 1957). In such contexts, the-
refore, as in the SMP world, the dog has a twofold
meaning, depending on its association with men or
women: firstly, it is linked both in daily life and in
the symbolic universe to the male and to hunting,
where the dog is the hunter’s friend and helps him
catch prey; secondly, the dog is the animal of the do-
mestic world when associated with the female as a
protective guardian of the house. A special regard
for dog in the ritual and mortuary sphere, some-
times associated with human burials, is also seen in
Chassey culture in Rhone Valley (Beeching and Cru-
bézy 1998.152–153), or in Vaucluse, Aude and Haute-
Garonne in southern France (Vaquer 1998.168).

In southern Italy, unlike in the SMP culture, domes-
tic animal depositions and sacrifices in relation to
burials or within ritual contexts, especially caves, is
widely attested (Curci and Muntoni 2008; Manfre-
dini, forthcoming). However, the evidence of the
symbolic importance of red deer hunting comes
from some sites of the Serra d’Alto culture in south-
ern Italy, contemporary with SMP culture. 

The Porto Badisco and Cosma caves in Apulia yield-
ed very famous depictions, painted in black, of hun-
ting scenes in which archers and dogs were repre-
sented together with abstract signs (Graziosi 1980;

Whitehouse 1992). Also of
great relevance is the Man-
fredi Hypogeum of Santa Bar-
bara (Geniola 1987; White-
house 1992) in the same re-
gion, where many deer skulls
lined the sidewalls of one of
its underground rooms with
small middens of shells.
Amongst the faunal remains
found in the other room of
the cave, the roe deer was
the most common species.
Some 60% of the faunal re-
mains were of wild species;
all the finds had been arran-
ged during disposal, and ca-
refully deposited and buried.

Concerning the Serra d’Alto funerary contexts, it is
interesting to mention the burial of a young man in
the Scaloria Cave which contained a large antler as
at Pontetaro and Arene Candide Cave (Tinè and Iset-
ti 1982). 

During the 5th millennium calBC, birds, anatids in
particular seem to play a very important role in ritu-
als in central and southern Italian Neolithic cultures.
The best known ritual context in which birds have
been found is surely the Grotta dei Piccioni, ascribed
to the Ripoli culture, where numerous anatid bones,
with small balls of ochre and clay at one end, were
found among the child burials and cremations (Cre-
monesi 1976). The representation of anatid heads
often occurs in the shape of small handles on Serra
d’Alto fine pottery. Also, at Serra d’Alto layers at Grot-
ta del Kronio a small anatid-shaped head made of
jadeite was found (Tinè and Tinè 1998).

The final point we wish to stress is the relevance
of perforated teeth among the personal ornaments
of the SMP groups. The use of perforated teeth as
personal ornaments was
common during the Mid-
dle Neolithic in Central Eu-
rope, especially in Hinkel-
stein, Grossgartach, Rös-
sen, Stichbandkeramik and
Lengyel groups. In these
cultural spheres, red-deer,
fox and wild cat teeth or

Fig. 21. Parma – Via Guidorossi (graves 48–54): imitation of a red deer
canine worn by a female child associated with the burial of an old male.

Fig. 22. Pontetaro settle-
ment: steatite imitation of
red deer canine.
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wild boar tusks are preferred to perforated shells or
Spondylus ornamental elements (Jeunesse 2002.
53, 55). The occurrence of wild animal bone or ant-
ler artefacts is instead well documented for the Cerny
culture in the Paris Basin (Sidera 1997; 2004), but
in some ways could be reconducted to a common
phenomenon of the Middle Neolithic as attested in
Chassey culture (e.g. in the Camp de Chassey settle-
ment – Thevenot 2005) or in the Serra d’Alto cul-
ture (e.g. in Grotta Pacelli – Striccoli 1988).

Some concluding conside-
rations

The preference for perforated
teeth or wild game bones does
not necessarily arise from a
simple aesthetic purpose, but
can rather be seen as the re-
sult of a change among Mid-
dle Neolithic groups in the
ideology pertaining to the so-
cial importance of hunting. In
Italy, this fact seems related to
a reduction in the consump-
tion of game as food.

Hunting, once released from
the requirements of everyday
subsistence, becomes an ideal
of virility taking roots in myth
– the Mesolithic perceived as
a mythical Golden Age? (Au-
renche and Kozłowski 1999)
– and participating in the cre-
ation of an Ideological World,
as shown by the hunting sce-
nes depicted in southern Italy

Fig. 23. Pontetaro (grave 1): red deer antler placed
under the head of a mature male as offering.

Fig. 24. Le Mose (grave 6): grave-goods of a mature
male burial with red deer antler artefacts.

Fig. 25. Types of arrow-heads from SMP male burials of western Emilia.
1. Castelguelfo; 2.–3. Collecchio; 4.–5., 7.–8. Parma – via Guidorossi; 6.,
9. Le Mose.
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caves. Also in death, the val-
our and the social role of a
man is marked by the pres-
ence of objects referring to
hunting, such as weapons, tro-
phies and artefacts hinting at
a particular game or prey. 

Regarding the presence of
dog, or dog remains, deposi-
ted near or in human burials,
it is difficult to establish if this
was simply related to the fu-
nerary ritual, as a sacrifice, or
if the dog was given prefe-
rential post mortem treat-
ment, similar to that of peo-
ple, as a companion in many
everyday activities. Dogs ac-
tually go hunting with men;
they protect the domestic
space and herds, etc. Not
only because they are trained,
but also due to a natural pre-
disposition, they occupy an
intermediate/liminal position
between the human and the
animal worlds. This close in-
timacy is well expressed by
dog burials in or near human
graves, so that the dog follows
its master also in the death, to
lead him in the unknown
afterlife realm, as it usually
helps him to move around in
the wild, outside the domes-
tic world. 

The customs of SMP groups, like that of many other
European Middle Neolithic groups, testify to the dif-
fusion of a wild component in the form of hunting
trophies, emphasizing –
also symbolically – the
importance of the hun-
ter’s identity and his
skill in killing wild ani-
mals in a society where
subsistence actually de-
pends primarily on do-
mestic animals. There-

fore, a contrast arises between the funerary and ri-
tual contexts and the domestic universe. The archa-
eological evidence tells us that there was a clear
distinction between the daily round of subsistence
activities of SMP people and their symbolic world, as
represented by grave-goods and personal ornaments,
and that some animals and weapons were chosen as
symbolic agents to highlight this opposition.

Fig. 26. Vitreous quartz
arrow-head from the
Pontetaro settlement.

Fig. 27. Human-animal relation evidence and bird figurines from Italian
Middle Neolithic sites: 1. Ripoli; 2. Grotta dei Piccioni; 3. Grotta Scaloria;
4. Grotta di Cala Colombo; 5. Ipogeo Manfredi di Santa Barbara; 6. Grot-
ta Pacelli; 7. Grotta San Biagio; 8. Grotta della Trinitá; 9. Grotta di Porto
Badisco; 10. Grotta Cosma; 11. Grotta del Kronio.
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